Starfish Homework Grid: Autumn Term 2016/17
5 Points

10 Points

20 Points

Use recycling bin materials to make a model
or sculpture.

Make a game from a cereal box
Dice make a great math game – try using two
or three dice

How many cups can you fill from a big
lemonade bottle?

Science experiment: Flying tissue paper
What you need: tissue paper/scissors/a comb
Activity
Cut the tissue paper into squares of 2cm by
2cm.
Run the comb through your hair about 15
times.
Immediately hold the comb directly above the
tissue paper and watch the paper fly!

Ice: Liquid – solid – liquid.
Freeze ice overnight. Once frozen talk about
the temperatures that are needed to freeze a
liquid to a solid. Put one ice block into a glass
of water and one onto a cloth on the bench.
Which one melts faster and why?

Science experiment Melting chocolate:
melt chocolate and butter. Watch the butter
and the chocolate melting together. Try using
this in chocolate mousse/rice crispy cakes

Help sort out socks into pairs.
Help lay the table for tea.

Pack a small suitcase for teddy to take on
holiday.

Make a number book-What numbers can you
see around you/ when you go shopping?

Visit a library and choose some books.

Make a birthday/thank you card for a friend.

See how quickly you can get dressed and
clean you teeth.

Learn a new song/nursery rhyme

Make a shopping list to take to the
supermarket. Tick off the things when you put
them in the trolley.
Make a map to show how to come to
school/go to the shops.

Look at a newspaper/magazine. How many
sounds can you recognise/read ?

Make your own sound book.
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Melting cheese:
Turning cheese into a liquid can be quite fun
and rather messy so be prepared! You can
choose to use this in a recipe such as the
Swiss cheese fondue or just create it for the
sake of science. Grill a slice of bread on both
sides then sprinkle with shredded cheese.
Watch the cheese melt with the heat of the
grill.

Make a book to show how to look after a pet.
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